
Abstract 
Classification is one of the most important methods in data mining. These methods are used to extract meaningful 
information from large database which can be effectively used for predicting unknown class. The classifier based on 
decision tree is called Mixed Mode Data Base Miner (MMDBM) which is tested with different sorting techniques (merge 
sort, quick sort, radix sort) to compare the processing time to SLIQ classifier. In this paper, we carried out a comparative 
study on MMDBM classifier incorporating various sorting procedure by using Blood Pressure (BP) database, and finally the 
proposed method MMDBM classifier is one of the best classifiers among SLIQ supervised learning method. This proposed 
method achieved less processing time and higher rate of accuracy.
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1. Introduction

Data mining is used to extract hidden information 
from large Datasets. The data mining tools are used to 
predict the future trends and behaviours. They are also 
used as automated decision support systems. Data min-
ing is also used to uncover hidden patterns in large 
databases16. This paper addresses the well-known classi-
fication task of data mining4. In this task, the discovered 
knowledge is often expressed as a set of rules of the 
form: IF <conditions> THEN <prediction (class)>10. 
Classification has been successfully applied using several 
approaches. On the one hand, there are approaches such 
as Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)11 and other had 
Support Vector Machines (SVM)8, decision tree2,12, and 
instance-based learning methods. An important tool that 
is frequently used in Data mining is Classification1,3,17. 
Classification is the process of dividing a dataset into 
mutually exclusive groups, a class based on appropriate

characteristics or attributes. It is also used to analyze the 
input data and provide an accurate description (model) 
for each of the classes. An input that emerges from clas-
sification can be represented in the form of a tree. The 
tree, thus obtained, is used for classification of any new 
data whose class is not known. The tree transformed a 
set of rules, which can e easily be codified as SQL state-
ments and incorporated into any decision making system. 
Moreover the applicability of SQL makes impacts cross-
platform functionality for the system. Furthermore this 
idea can be extended with the aid of JDBC and informa-
tion stored in different Database formats can be effectively 
utilized. It is known that the accuracy can be improved by 
using large databases for classification6,7. The important 
characteristics of these algorithms are accuracy of pre-
diction and scalability. Many algorithms suffer from the 
problem that they do not scale easily, i.e. the algorithm 
usually has an upper limit to the size of the data, called 
the training set consisting of records with certain attri-
butes and a classifying attribute that indicates the class
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to which the record belongs, is used for classification. 
This is mostly due to the fact that the algorithms load the 
entire database onto the memory and can thus handle 
only restricted quantities of data. In this paper, Object 
oriented design of MMDBM has been implemented in 
Java and the code samples has been provided. Three dif-
ferent case studies have been taken into consideration and 
tested for accuracy with the provided code and different 
types of sorting algorithm are compared with an existing 
classification technique called MMDBM16.
This paper has different section which is as follows. 
Section 2 formally states the related works by the paper. 
Section 3 deal with MMDBM algorithm. Section 4 pre-
cisely describes the case study of medical database for BP. 
Finally, Section 5 deals with conclusion, results and dis-
cussion.

3. MMDBM Algorithm

The research work is mainly based on three algorithms, 
SPRINT planned classification algorithm called SPRINT 
that eliminates all memory limitations that restrict deci-
sion-tree algorithm, which proves that planned algorithm 
is fast and scalable16.
SLIQ is a decision tree classifier that can handle both 
numerical and categorical attributes. It builds compact 
and accurate trees. It uses a novel pre-sorting technique 
in the tree-growth phase to reduce the cost of evaluating 
numeric attributes. This sorting procedure is integrated 
with a breadth first tree growing strategy to enable classifi-
cation of disk-resident datasets. SLIQ uses a fast sub setting 
algorithm for determining splits for categorical attributes9. 
A new decision tree classifier for handling numerical 
and categorical attributes in large datasets called Mixed 
Mode Database Miner (MMDBM) has been developed. 
The classifier method used can handle large databases 
with large set of data or large number of attributes. A new 
efficient index for qualifying split points is presented. 
This is partly divided into two sections, first one predic-
tive classifier gives a detailed description of our algorithm 
and another one object oriented design, gives the object 
oriented implementation of our algorithm and descrip-
tion of the front-end developed for the algorithm15. 
In their paper, the authors compare their algorithm with 
well-known SLIQ, SPRINT and MMDBM algorithm. We 
describe that decision tree classifier SLIQ, SPRINT and 
MMDBM have achieved good accuracy, compactness and 
efficiency for very large data sets5,7.

2.1 Decision Tree Algorithm

2. Related Works

A decision tree is one well-known classification tech-
nique. Decision tree is a tree consisting of a root node, 
child nodes and edges. Each internal node is a test node 
that indicates the attribute the edges indicate the possible 
values taken on by that attribute. Each non-leaf node con-
sists of a splitting point and the main task for building 
the decision tree is to identify the test attribute for each 
splitting points9,13,14.
MakeTree (Training Data T)
 Partition (T);
BuildTree (Data set S)
 if (all records in S are in same class)
 return;
  for each attribute A
 Use best split found to partition S1 into S2;
  Partition (S1);
  Partition (S2);

Input: A is the attribute containing n attributes A = 
{a1,a2,........,an} from data base 
Output: Distribution of the node count and construction 
of the decision tree.
1. Start sorting (Merge sort or Quick sort or Radix 
sort) of the all attributes.
2. Get the midpoint value of each and every attri-
bute.
3. Scan the attributes of all the records.
4. For every attribute. Place all nodes into a class 
histogram.
5. Start evaluation of the splits for each attribute A 
do scan the attribute list of A = {A1,A2,......,An} for each 
attribute name and data value v in the attribute list do 
split point at each and every node based on mid-point 
value. If A is a numeric attribute then Compute splitting 
index (A ≤ v) up to terminal node l. 
6. Apply the split condition producing a new node
7. Finally count the class value or traversal node 
which already exist and then update the appropriate class 
count value.

3.1 Algorithm Implementation
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Once the pre-processing is complete the implementa-
tion of the object oriented programming for fast classifier 
mining algorithm commences. After getting mid-point 
value dynamically start the classification based on the 
predicated rules used in medical datasets. The mid-point 
value is compared to each record from database and a 
travel path is created. The condition is true splitting the 
node go to left side node up to n number of records and 
condition is false splitting node go to right side node up 
to n number of records and else condition is to count 
the missing values and the histogram is calculated. As 
explained in the algorithm of fast classifier mining algo-
rithm, the data that satisfy the condition and the data 
that does not satisfy the condition and the missing data 
have been recorded. Based on that, a histogram is devel-
oped for each distribution of the node. The decision tree 
created should be a binary tree from distribution of the 
node count values; the number of nodes in the tree is 
2n-1, where n is the number of attributes. In this case, 
the number of attribute is 7(Sex, Age, Weight, Sports, 
Sleep, Drink, BP), so the number of nodes is 128-1 = 127.

Once the pre-processing is complete the implementation 
of the algorithm starts. For each attribute, the corre-
sponding attribute array is loaded and the data is passed 
to the node pointed to by the leaf in the corresponding 
class list entry.

3.2 Performing Splits

3.2.1 Splits Point for Numerical Attribute 

mergeSort(arr);
for (int i = 0; i < arr.length; i++)
{if (i = count || i = nextVal)
{age = (int) arr [i]; 
result = result+age;}}
midAge = result/2; 
return midAge;}
mergeSort(arr);
for (int i = 0; i < arr.length; i++)
{if (i = count || i = nextVal)
{weight = (int) arr[i]; 
result = result+wegiht;}
midWeight = result/2;}
return midWeight;
After getting mid-point value and classifying all the at-
tributes of all the records from connected

datasets. We classify the node using If <Condition> Then 
(class value) rule. Finally distribution of the node count 
values are evaluated based on rules and histogram of the 
classified nodes (Figure 2.) construct the decision tree 
from distribution of the travelled path (Figure 3).

Figure 1. Design for MMDBM Algorithm.

3.3 Proposed Method

This algorithm is divided into six step process. Read the 
data from connected database (step 1). All the numeric 
attributes are sorted by ascending order and sorted the 
data an array (step 2). All the sorted attributes get the 
mid-point and the values are stored in an array (step 3 
and 4). Mid-point value checks the condition in first attri-
bute value, if condition is true go to the left side another 
node and, again the midpoint value checks the condition 
to second attribute up to n number of attributes which is 
called as distribution (step 5) using MMDBM algorithm. 
Finally, it counts the class value and calculates the histo-
gram of every distribution. Final result are written to the 
file and is constructed the decision tree for every distribu-
tion (step 6).
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Figure 2. Predicted Rules for Medical database in BP.

4. Case Study

To implement and test the above algorithm, three areas 
where data mining is used has been taken into consider-
ation. Real data has been recorded and given as an input 
to the algorithm to check its effectiveness and accuracy. 
The case study is from the medical data base where the 
algorithm is given the task to predict risk of the person for 
having high BP based on seven different attributes.

4.1 Medical database for Blood Pressure 
(BP)
The history contains data from surveys conducted among 
patients. The database contains records of the following 
Attributes. 1. Sex: Categorical; M/F], 2. Age: represent-
ing the age of a person; Numeric (years), 3.Weight: The 
weight of a person; Numeric Kilo grams), 4. Sports: The 
extent of exercise a person; Numeric; 1-10), 5. Sleep: The 
number of hours a person sleeps on an average; Numeric 
(0, 24). 6. Drink: The extent of drinking of a person; 
Numeric, (1–5). 7. BP: Categorical [HP, LP, NP], this is 
class value. We have classified all records in connected 
datasets and got 24 distribution of the travelled path from 
30,000 records and counted the number of patients with 
low BP, high BP and normal BP (Figure 2). Each distri-
bution have been generated by multiple IF <condition> 
Then rule5,10. This rule was generated dynamically 

based on predicted rules of the class count values and 
travelled path is given below.
To the given algorithm, a large data set was given as input 
to test the accuracy of the prediction. Figure 3 shows the 
decision tree of the medical database. Number of data 
ranging from 10000 to 30000 is supplied to the program 
as input and classification is done. It is observed that with 
the increase in the number of records, the prediction of 
accuracy is improved and the processing time for classi-
fication is shown in the given table. Hence it is proved 
that quick sort is used in and it is MMDBM algorithm is 
superior to other algorithm (Figure 4).

The comparison of processing time between the super-
vised learning method SLIQ classifier and the proposed 
MMDBM classifier on blood pressure data set with 
100000 records is shown in Figure 5.

5. Conclusion

Classification has always been one of the major areas 
in data mining. A new classifier called Mixed Mode 
Database Miner (MMDBM) is programmed in Java with 
three different sorting algorithms and is tested using data-
sets. The algorithm can handle large datasets with large 
number of attributes. The algorithm gives excellent scal-
ability of medical databases that are taken for analysis and 
experimenting. A case study is taken into consideration
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Figure 3. Class Distribution for Medical database in BP.

Figure 4. Classification tree in Medical database for BP.
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Algorithm Name Records 10000 Records 20000 Records 30000 Records 40000 Records 50000 Records 100000

SLIQ 6.21 12.5 17.6 20.5 26.8 42.5

MMDBM Quick sort 0.432 0.769 1.032 1.076 1.467 2.106

MMDBM Merge sort 0.483 0.771 1.069 1.134 1.482 2.558

MMDM Radix Sort 5.992 7.45 11.487 12.967 14.783 14.987

Table 1. Processing time of BP

Figure 5. Scalability of sorting algorithm of BP database.

and tested for accuracy and the code is provided. The pro-
posed MMDBM method using three sorting algorithms 
are compared to SLIQ classifier. MMDBM with quick sort 
algorithm provides fast and accurate results with least 
processing time. In future this classifier algorithm use in 
real time application.
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